97 lincoln town car executive series

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Our Lincoln Town Car Executive sedan lets you count on this car to provide a cushy
ride with plenty of space for passengers and possessions. This Rear Wheel Drive luxury cruiser
offers amazing economy plus decent economy. The open road is the ideal place for this cruiser
because it provides such comfort and comfortableness for driver and passengers alike. The
seating literally forms the basis for this comfort and features are in full force! Check out our
pictures and see for yourself!! The Town Car is the epitome of what manufacturers want to gain
by way owner loyalty. The fact that over half of Town Car buyers are repeat owners is proof
positive that Lincoln makes the grade in customer satisfaction. This car is comfortable reliable
and classic. Print this page and call us Now Curious about how far this Town Car has been
driven? The odometer reads miles. It strikes the perfect balance of fun and function with:
leather seats,moon roof,mp3 audio input,power locks,power seats and power windows We
won't sell you a vehicle that we wouldn't sell our family. Don't risk the regrets. Test drive it
today! Faulkner Cadillac is open for business! Come to our showroom or buy from the comfort
of your home. Recent Arrival! For us, customer service means making your car buying
experience as easy and enjoyable as possible. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Performance White with a Black interior. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. Welcome to the Number One Dealership in the Upstate! We
make it Fun, Easy, and Affordable. Come Check us out! Internet price exclusive to our online
shoppers. Please print the internet price and present it to the sales team at time of purchase.
We use a sophisticated algorithm to price our vehicles competitively online. This gives us
instant data to price our cars as competitively as possible to ensure our customers are getting
the best deal and value for our price. Buy from Zeigler with confidence and get a great deal and
excellent price. We price our vehicles extremely aggressive to the market place to eliminate
long negotiations and give our customers a great experience. We have over 70 new BMW
courtesy vehicles available for our service customers, just ask when your make your
appointment. We also offer local Courtesy Pick-up and Delivery for service customers. At Pella
Motors our vast selection of Pre-Owned vehicles along with competitive pricing and financing
options equals great deals and savings for you! Pella Motors is a family owned dealership,
which is shown in our small town atmosphere at the dealership. Craig is a Veteran of the U.
Army and proudly supports our troops and veterans. This vehicle is equipped with an automatic
transmission automatic climate control cassette leather seats power seats power windows tilt
wheel and wood grain. This vehicle has lots of room and makes for a nice smooth ride. Give our
amazing sales experts a call today at or Also like us on Facebook at Auto Mart of Henderson for
our latest inventory and specials! We look to hearing from you soon. New Price! In other words,
we DON'T artificially inflate our prices by thousands of dollars in hopes of winning a negotiating
contest with our customers. All trade-ins are welcome. We'll buy your car even if you don't buy
ours! Visit us at Browse our online inventory, schedule a test drive, get your trade appraised or
investigate finance options. All hassle free! Our experienced sales staff is eager to share their
knowledge and enthusiasm with you. Come in today for a free test-drive! We encourage you to
browse our online inventory, schedule a test drive, investigate financing options, or get your
trade appraised. You can also request more information about a vehicle using our online
Contact Us form or by calling us. At Jim Riehls Friendly Automotive we have taken every
measure to ensure that our dealerships offer the very best new and used car buying experience.
With so much to offer it's no wonder so many Detroit Michigan residents have relied on Jim
Riehl's Friendly Auto Group for all of their automotive needs. That is what makes us the best
place in michiana to buy your next pre owned car truck or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at
HeadersAuto. Mishawaka Indiana. CreamOdometer is miles below market average! Killeen Auto
Sales with over 35 years in business and thousands of satisfied customers is here to provide
exceptional service to Central Texas and beyond! Come see what keeps us on top! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Drivetrain Rear
Wheel Drive Cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent
price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. New Listing. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out
of 87 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. It had , miles on it when I bought it. I currently have ,
miles on it and I haven't had ONE problem with this vehicle. I love the fact that this car is huge,
as it fits my family of 4 perfectly. The trunk is gigantic. I have a picture of my 21 year old sister
and my two daughters sitting comfortably in my trunk tail-gating. This car handles
phenomenally, and drives so smooth. I have owned brand new vehicles before, and none have
compared to my Towncar. It will be a sad day for me when I have to get rid of it. Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. Search Data Studies. Used Cars. Lincoln Town Car. Cars Owners Keep the

Longest. Most Popular Cars in See more studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Dealer
Rating:. Location: Pompano Beach, FL Location: Fredericksburg, VA Location: Downers Grove,
IL Used Lincoln Town Car Executive for Sale - , miles - with alloy wheels, anti-theft system. Used
Lincoln Town Car Signature for Sale - , miles - with alloy wheels, anti-theft system. Location:
Virginia Beach, VA Location: Newcomerstown, OH Location: Mount Olive, NC Location: Coal
Valley, IL Get email alerts for price drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like
to view the latest search results? Zip Code Required X. What is the average price for Lincoln
Town Car? How many are for sale and priced below market? How much does a used Lincoln
Town Car cost? Average Price. Search for a used Lincoln Town Car near me See my listings.
How to save money when buying a used Lincoln Town Car? What colors are the best deals for a
Lincoln Town Car? Least Expensive Color. What Lincoln Town Car color has the best resale
value? Price differences by car color compared to the average price of a used Lincoln Town
Car. How does car color affect the average price of a used Lincoln Town Car? What is the best
time to buy a used Lincoln Town Car? Good times to buy. Price of Lincoln Town Car by Trim.
Other Lincoln Town Car Years. Lincoln Town Car Trims. Others also viewed these Models Keep
me posted on new listings X. Email me new car listings and price drops matching this search:.
Email Please specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy
Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email me when the price of this listing drops:. Please
specify correct email. Email me for all future saved listings. The search has been saved X. The
search has been saved. Would you like to get email alerts for new listings and price drops for
the search? Subscribe No. Good Deal. See my listings. Start searching smarter now. Used
Lincoln Town Car Cartier. Used Lincoln Town Car Executive. Used Lincoln Town Car Signature.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. It seemed the venerable TC became largely
ignored by product planners in the Glass House before finally disappearing in mid; a shame,
indeed. Town Cars and landau tops go back quite a ways. Yes, was the Landau year! Now it was
all about the glitz, the gadgetsâ€”the sheer Broughaminess. Any subtle, Elwood Engel-inspired
understated elegance here? Gotta have coach lamps, opera windows, a landau top and TWO
types of fake wood on the instrument panel. And if I sound a bit disdainful of the change, let me
assure you nothing could be further from the truth. Worry not, you CCers. Not so in the
Lincolns. Although the Continentals, Town Cars and Mark were all downsized to the Panther
chassis for , all the luxury cuesâ€”and landau topsâ€”remained. And while you could have
gotten a Continental or Mark with a steel top, that was impossible with Panther Lincolns. You
could choose either a full vinyl roof or a coach roof, period. That finally ended with the
redesigned , when all TCs left the factory with steel roofs. I love its ride, comfort, silence, and
rather Jaguaresque profile. But I have to tell you that when the TC first debuted, I was
disappointed. I loved the model! It was classic and yet contemporary at the same time. I have
already waxed extensively on the Town Cars CC here , but I must tell you that I love the
face-lifted s even more. I love my Cartier dearly, but I have to tell you, if I had run across a
Cartier like this one first, I would have snapped it up in a heartbeat. I love the Ivory Parchment

Tricoat paint, the multi-spoke alloys, and that light, light-cream leather! Plus, these still had the
all-digital dash, which reminds me of the Continental sedan my grandparents had. And its
squared-off profile made it a hit with older buyers who wanted a big traditional American luxury
sedan with rear-wheel drive, whitewalls and a V8. Of course, it was also popular with folks who
had a large desire forâ€”um, how do I put it diplomaticallyâ€”dealer-installed and aftermarket
appearance items. For instance, fake convertible tops, fake chrome fender lip moldings, fake
chrome rocker trim, fake chrome B-pillar trim, fake Rolls-Royce grilles, andâ€”of
courseâ€”Landau tops. And so it went, seemingly for decades. Town Cars and Landau tops
Coach Roofs, in Lincoln-speak just seemed to go together like pizza and beer. I remember
seeing many Cartiers in Ivory Parchment with a dark brown fake convertible top, moonroof how
delightfully tacky; a moonroof in your convertible top! That sure looks good! While cloth was
available, it was rarely seen or ordered. Leather was the order of the day. And you could still get
several different shades: dark blue, dark red, dove gray, black, white with dove-gray trim, or
green trim on the Jack Nicklaus editions , saddle tan, light parchment, and my favoriteâ€”dark
green. The best part? The Signature Series had a different upholstery style than the Executive
Series, with the rather free-form design seen here. The Executive, as the least-expensive Town
Car, had more classic seating, with vertical pleating. It had appeared to be quite well cared for
until relatively recently. It even still has its hood ornament! BMW may arguably be the ultimate
driving machine, but these Lincolns are the ultimate riding machine! It was just a couple of
years old, in Silver Frost Metallic with dove-gray leather and no aftermarket junk on it. I just
loved these cars, and always will. How bad do I have it for Lincoln Town Cars? A lot of people,
sadly. I frequently went out to lunch with my Grandma Ruby, and we always made a point to
stop at the L-M dealer so I could see the new models. She knew I loved cars. I was probably the
only person in my high school that daydreamed about Lincoln Town Cars and Cadillac
Fleetwoods, I am an equal-opportunity Broughamaholic! But I never thought about owning one
of my ownâ€”I was expecting and was correct in my assumption that I would get a Volvo. But
still, I pined for the TC, specifically, the versions. When the Town Car appeared, I did not like
them quite as much as the model. And do I still have said brochures sixteen years later? What
do you think? And so, recalling all of these memories and my subsequent purchase of a Town
Car of my own, I am rather surprised to say that I really am a Ford man. I only had a couple
minutes to get back, but had to get some photos. These are still rather common around here,
but the fact that it was an Executive with the aftermarket roof in interesting colors made me
stop. It reminds me of a Bill Blass Town Car, though no such car ever came out of the factory.
Cartier Town Cars were the only designer Panther between and swan-song But the classic navy
and cream or navy and white colors of the Blass Marks have always been appealing to me, and
those colors look good on pretty much anythingâ€”including a slightly weathered Executive
Series. Such minutia are symptoms of Pantheritis, and once you have it, it is incurable. I saw the
opposite of your feature car today â€” a late 90s Townie that was off-white with a navy landau
treatment. I was perfectly happy to look at modern Panther-based Town Cars until you showed
me that picture of the model â€” emissions systems and bumpers aside, I think that is my
favorite post Lincoln. I have only seen one in the metal, a weathered sedan in the same blue as
the car in the brochure pic. That was probably in about I miss the big rear-wheel drive Lincoln
Continental of the 80s. Were they perfect? Did they get the best fuel economy people today
demand? No, of course not. But so what? No, you want something with style, with panache,
something with elegance. If not a Lincoln, another luxo barge, a Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham.
Must say I agree with your rant on the fake convertible tops. My favorite was the box as I owned
an 85 and I almost bought another but wound up forced into something else. Now have a 4wd
4runner and honestly, the town car would have been stuck in the field for a while had I bought
one. Tom, what an excellent write-up on what is one of my favorite cars as well. You and I both
have Pantheritisâ€¦and me arguably Lincolnitis. My first [Lincoln] was when I turned Being one
of the first people in my class to be able to drive, it made that car all the more awesome.
However, it ended a too early death with an accident followed by a blown up ABS pump and
sagging air spring all within 30 days of each other at the end of my Sophomore year in high
school. Pantheritis followed. As the last car my parents would buy me, they found on their own;
I was proud! It was that silvery-green color with a black mock top, the GS wire wheel covers,
and stainless wheel lips. I had that car for 3. While I loved it and the extra conveniences over my
base G. Marq, it was not nearly as dependable a car despite having 70, fewer miles. I only kept it
two years, and traded it on a Cartier TC. Wow, that car was like molding everything I loved about
my GMarq and Continental into one car. Good car? Great car? Absolutely not. After three years,
the lease ended. I bought a Town Car recently traded in. It is fantasticâ€¦. White Chocolate
Tri-coat. Something about a white Lincoln is simply classy where black says something elseâ€¦.
My life might be complete. Tom, have to agree, I would love to have a Town Car. Make mine the

maroon one pictured. Made me sick to the stomach to think that beauty was headed to the
crusher. To think someone probably traded that it in on a Fit or Civic. Bet they regret it now. I
really like the the best of that generation with the Lacy Spoke wheels. Remember renting one in
about 93 and thinking this drives identical to my old 79 Mercury Marquis Brougham that I had
traded about 6 years prior; but with a lot more power. My 77 Town Car was oh so nice to ride in,
just so many folks were scared to drive it due to its size, so I rarely got to ride. Nothing before
or since was as comfortable to ride in, including my Fleetwood now; I just had to make sure I
had plenty in the wallet for gas. Those little lights on the sides of the roof where do I get those
for my landau roof on my Lincoln Town car? They were such handsome cars. For one brief
shining minute, they made you think that the traditional American car still had a chance. It had a
very similar color interior and that very light carpet. Somebody else beat me too it. Now, I have
my luxury and can hose it out. You nailed it, Tom. Your enthusiasm is contagious. Well done! I
like the red one best,Tom made me want a Lincoln Touring Sedan during Lincoln week,thanks
for another great read. I really like the steering wheel in the Lincolns. It is the thin rim that is
really lame. It should be a little thicker with a band of woodgrain on it. As a kid I used to love
looking in all the Fords to see if they had cruise control. Good point, lincman. I think the leather
rim would have been a nice addition. That thin rim looks very cheap. Even though that steering
wheel was used in a lot of Fords at the time the optional leather rim made it a lot nicer. Not quite
the same as the F-Series pickupsâ€”this Lincoln has two bends in it, while the pickups had one
long curve. That had plastic woodgrain everywhere in the front. Dammit, Tom! Then, I flip over
here to CC and what do I see? This truly wonderful and contagious ode to the Lincoln Town Car.
You have fanned the embers of my Panther love with this piece; you make it hard to entertain
thoughts about those little German temptresses I have been finding yes, I found a BMW last
night and have had many a daydream since while still harboring the desire for a fling with a VW.
Now I am back to wanting a Panther again. You also raise a concern of mineâ€¦. So, what should
I buy? What do I get? With the demise of these and the Cadillac Deville, it beats the hell out of
me. The best candidate these days is an F Platinum or Titanium or Plutonium, whatever it is this
year. Thank you for the story and your interest in Town Cars. I liked some of the Lincolns too. I
like the models especially the models with those high front seat headrests. I had a few issues
with the models. I liked the look, but did not care for the headlight design that should have been
a quad headlight design two on each side of the grille , and the fact after , the rear doors lost the
quarter windows. The interior was an improvement. I was not fond of the models because it had
no stand up hood ornament and the models refined what I did not care for. I am a fan of the
Town Cars. I like those. I did not like the fact you could not get full digital instrumentation was
my only issue with that model. The models were really luxurious looking. I have a Matchbox
Lincoln Town Car from the era. I know a woman who owned a fully loaded one and she said the
salesman sold them the Grand Marquis LS because it was loaded like a Lincoln and cheaper. I
would really love a Town Car with no vinyl of any kind and still having the opera lights. Sadly
they do not exist. I think that it would have made the Lincoln look so much sleeker. Two words:
Ban Rol. Nicely done, Tom. In roughly 20 months, when I accept early retirement from our
favorite Uncle, and do not have to make a plus mile commute 5 days a week, I WILL reward
myself with the cleanest, most perfect, lowest mileage last generation Town Car that I can find. I
love all these cars. I love the style of the The 98 not so much but I sure miss it now they are
gone! My current Lincoln is an 83 mark I sedan which I think is the best looking 80s Lincoln.
That is the best riding car I ever have had. Thanks for a great article. I never knew the 90s roofs
and trim was add on. Would live a 90s Lincoln in white with the coach roof no windows in it with
all the extra chrome and continental kit. Excellent article Tom. Thank you. For me, the Chevrolet
Concours is the only domestic car I can recall, where wide chrome wheel well moldings looked
natural and attractive. Mercedes used them very tastefully as well. Meanwhile, without the huge
profits Ford made on the Explorer, F and Town Car in the s, Aston Martin would have been
confined to the dustbin of history a long time ago. But I digress. Volvo platforms were leveraged
across all of Fomoco, as were Volvo safety standards and test proceedures at just the time that
was becoming a major priority for buyers. Jag, Land Rover and above all Aston were pure
corporate vanity purchases. I have to sadly disagree with you though. I think the TC actually
stodgied up the TC as it remained boxy while all its competitors and also its Panther platform
mates all got an aerodynamic restyle. The or if you consider the Continental Town Car to be the
start of that style was a classic style right out of the box and looked very refined. It was a hard
act to follow. The TC came out as a new design but looked outdated quickly. I had a particularly
interesting viewpiont of these as a salesman at a Lincoln-Mercury-Mazda-Saab dealership in
when I was in college. As for the Town Cars, in our used lot always had plenty of Town Cars.
Which answers the question posed by another commentor of how did we get here from there.
The downsized panthers did not have the same presence or beauty, but we could sell both new

and used panther Town Cars by the truckload for every old Townie. I can still remember taking a
customer on a test drive of a Mark V Cartier. Finally able to realize his dream of Mark V
ownership, that was a beautiful car. And there was always something unique about the view
over the long hood of the Mark V. The gently curving center of the hood framed by the sharp
fender corners and the tall hood ornament dead center. After reading this excellent article, there
seems to be a Dark Force tugging at me. That 74 that in the past I would have dismissed is
starting to look better and better. Not sure about the rest, but some awful nice interiors. Hmmâ€¦
the 75â€¦not that bad, even the 76â€¦. I used to draw cars in class, and I had a friend that always
wanted me to draw him a Mustangâ€¦ boring! I remember seeing one at the L-M dealership
where the small window on the c-pillar was covered over from the outside, and on the inside
there was an interior color matched plug covering the glass, but the panel was still recessed for
the window â€” ugly. The Town Car missed the mark, the stand up hood ornament and digital
gauges were gone, and the car had a smaller and less unique look. Tom, Thank you for the
article. Panthers are great cars. A Cartier edition would make a nice edition. Yes 03 was the last
year for the Cartier it was replaced by the Ultimate for 04 that only lasted for 1 year. The
Signature Limited became the top model for In the designer series was the top model while the
Signature Limited was the only retail model for For the top dog was the Signature Limited
Continental Edition. From 04 on the Executive was fleet only. The dual exhaust was only
dropped from the Executive for 97, it was still standard on the Cartier and Signature. I too love
the shape, with the refining it to perfection. I like the later dashboard better too â€” and as for
the freeform seat pattern in the Signature, how cool is that! Question: are the rear headrests
separate from the rest of the seatback and adjustable on the Signature? I still have no idea what
Ford was thinking in giving away that RWD brougham market share by leaving the category. It
was classy and not bloated looking like the following styling cyle looked to me. It must have
been a Ford thing. Some time ago the owner of the company where my wife worked bought a
Jaguar XJ12 convertible this was during Ford ownership of Jaguar. Nice article. I see a lot of
these cars converted as taxis around here these days, which makes me a bit sad. What
happened to Lincoln was the strategic vision of the Premier Auto Group that left no room for it,
what with Ford pushing up from below and Jaguar and Aston above. I will admit that had the
plan worked it would have been a master stroke, but it was far too ambitious and untold billions
were spent buying and fixing companies that ended up being sold just as the plan was on the
cusp of fruition. This generation of Town Car was absolutely spot on as a formal, prestigious
but not pretentious car, what might have been had the next generation looked as elegant. Oh
how I hate you. Loved the article so much I have started looking for a TC. Those years so I can
avoid the failure prone valve stem seals on the 4. Did see a nice 90 TC with a 5. I need another
car like I need a hole in my head. Exceptional writing, Tom. After scrolling through these
comments, I am prepared to stand and introduce myself to this room of broughamaholics
although our hubristic acknowledgement of our active broughamaholism scarcely warrants a
step setting! I recall the Panther Town Cars being pretty aspirational automobiles during my
childhood, and I was positively elated when Mother acquired a Cartier Town Car
indistinguishable from the silver pictured in your text, above. I quickly learned that Panther
Town Cars where not necessarily aspirational for other guys my ageâ€¦better to disclose this
propensity in an online comment 25 years later than in homeroom. I once either amazed or
really disconcerted a friend hard to tell which when I identified a Town Car by its absence of a
covered decklid lock cylinder. Oh, the minutiae on which we dwell! Do not worry, Tom â€” your
varied automotive lusts are by no means untenable. Thanks for a great read and for
documenting our shared and varied automotive affections so well. I love the boxy TCs,
especially after they tucked the bumper ends in for , as I recall. One of the few cars that looks
good with a cabriolet top. I almost bought a Continental sedan about 5 years ago, copper
orange metallic with white top, white leather and black carpets and interior trimâ€¦but the seller
fried the engine the day I was going to look at it. I have great memories of driving a 75
Continental, pale yellow inside and out. That would have been around , and that monster was a
hoot to drive. Great article by the way, it has me reminiscingâ€¦. I thought these were Works of
Art! My father had a clone of this car; the Ford Thunderbird, in beige with a dark brown landau
top. Tom, Great job on the article!!!! I have since bought a 76 Lincoln Continental that needs
nothing but tires and is a daily driver. I have found myself wanting to fall asleep at the wheel
because the ride is sooooo smooth! Beautiful car John. It is probably right up your alley. The
pricing on 90s ones are now almost the same as 80s ones; so 90s models do become tempting,
I admit. They generally pick up Barclay J Binger of the Executive suite up in Scarsdale then
bring him home,but never pick up Shanika from the mailroom in the Bronx or take her home.
Just about every one you see in NY is a livery vehicle. I see plenty of these each time I visit
central Florida. A favorite of the trailer parks full of retirees. I agree the were the best Town Cars

ever. The fake convertible tops did not look great and dated the car. One of the best looking
cars and if you knew how to drive they were fine in the snow. They also made awesome rental
cars on vacations. I have been blessed with a Lincoln Towncar Executive. Bought it new and
treated my real estate customers to a pillow drive and fabulous stereo for their enjoyment. It
was fully restored to brand new status and drives like the wind. Color is a light green with a gold
metallic undercoat; WOW! My hubby bought me a used Lincoln Towncar Limited with 34, miles,
grey leather interior, and color is dark blue pearl. Fascinating article! Yes, Ford should have
designed a special and unique steering wheel for their top-line car! Surely, most folks are aware
of this all-too-common engine disaster. Most of those were replaced years and years ago. The
replacement design is easy to spot so it is a cinch to confirm that any given car has been
refitted. The huge number still on the road and racking up high miles would seem to tell us that
the fix worked. It could have carried on aging gracefully but for 98 it went in for extensive plastic
surgery. There are many famous people who chose the same path but it would be cruel to name
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